VISITING SCHOLAR LECTURE

ONE MANDARIN BENEFITS THE WHOLE CLAN:
HOMETOWN FAVORITISM IN AUTHORITARIAN
REGIMES
I first document the phenomenon of hometown favoritism in Vietnam, showing
that the patrilineal ancestral hometowns of high-ranked officials receive
improvements in a broad range of infrastructure following their promotions.
Hometown favoritism is pervasive across all ranks, even among officials without
budget authority, except among elected legislators. Favors are narrowly
targeted towards small communes that have no political power, and are
strengthened with bad local governance and strong local family values. The
evidence suggests a likely motive of social preferences for hometown. The
evidence is also compared with similar phenomena of hometown favoritism in
China.
I further investigate the role of hometown favoritism in political patronage in
Vietnam. While being from the same district of high-ranked officials improves
one's chance of promotion, being simply from the same province hurts one’s
chance. The evidence is consistent with the existence of an implicit rule that
limits overrepresentation in top politics, even in an authoritarian regime.
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